Highlander Folk School
Monteagle, Tennessee

announces a workshop on

NEW FRONTIERS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
April 7-9, 1961

New Frontiers will be the fourth in a series of workshops for college students on their role in the movement for racial justice. Designed to achieve critical perspective as well as suggest stance, the workshop will confront problems facing the student as individual and as participant in movements. It will be a unique experience for the student deeply involved wanting contact on the wide scene, as well as for the uninitiated, but interested student wanting information and insight.

The Program:
Friday evening, dinner, 7:30; THE SIT-IN'S & HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE, Dr. John Thompson, former Dean of Rockefeller Chapel, University of Chicago. Saturday morning, THE NATURE AND ROLE OF NON-VIOLENCE, Reverend C. T. Vivian, editor, Nashville News-Star. Saturday afternoon, Four discussion groups: "Role of the Northern Student", "Built-in Problems for the Involved Student", "Keeping the Movement Alive and Vital", "The Limitations of the Movement". Saturday evening, a panel: THE CONSERVATIVE POINT OF VIEW. Sunday morning, morning prayer, Reverend Andrew J. Young, National Council of Churches of Christ in the USA. Panel: THE PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL IMPACT ON COMMUNITY, Professor Lester Carr, Department of Psychology, Fisk University, and Dr. Lewis Jones, Director of Research, Tuskegee Institute. Sunday afternoon, IN THE DIRECTION OF CONSENSUS, Mr. Charles H. Boyles, executive staff, Highlander Folk School.

The Participants: White and Negro students who have been in the center of the crisis situations; representatives of national student organizations; students generally interested in the problem from both conservative and liberal points of view; a limited number of students from colleges and universities outside the South who are not immediately involved in the crisis context.

The Place: Highlander Folk School, a center for adult education, is located high in the Cumberland plateau, just off highway 56, two and one half miles from Monteagle, Tennessee. Monteagle is on federal highway 41, eighty-six miles east of Nashville and fifty miles west of Chattanooga. Bus service is available from either place. Highlander will meet buses in Monteagle if requested.

The Cost: A fee of $16 covers all expenses at the school. Some scholarship aid is available and should be applied for early if essential. Highlander will pay automobile transportation at the rate of $0.05 per mile for cars bringing four or more persons.

Miscellaneous: The school furnishes bedding, towels, etc. Dress is informal. Bring warm clothing.

Modern Jazz Quartette: Sunday afternoon at 3:30, the IUJQ will be in concert at University of the South, six miles from Highlander. Tickets are available at the special rate of $2.50 to workshop participants.

For registration and additional information, write:

Mr. Charles H. Boyles
Highlander Folk School
Monteagle, Tennessee